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AVON BOOKS, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 170 x 107 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Let the Games Begin .William MacKenzie has always been protective of
his Scottish village. When Moraig s economy falters, he has the perfect solution to lure wealthy
Londoners to this tiny hamlet: resurrect the ancient Highland Games! But for this to work, William
knows he needs a reporter to showcase the town in just the right light.A female journalist might be
a tolerated oddity in Brighton, but newly minted reporter Penelope Tolbertson is discovering that
finding respect in London is a far more difficult prospect. After receiving an invitation to cover
Moraig s Highland Games, Penelope is determined to prove to her London editors just how valuable
she can be.Penelope instantly captures William s heart, but she is none too impressed with the gruff,
broody Highlander; however, as she begins to understand his plans, Penelope discovers she may
want more from him than just a story. She s only got a few days . but maybe a few days are all they
need.
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Reviews
Basically no words to describe. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am just pleased to let you know that this is actually the greatest publication i have
read within my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Pr of. Ron Ga ylor d II
It is easy in study better to understand. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading through a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lucinda K oelpin
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